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of the various heart tonic drugs is very much the same, it is not likely that much 
variation in susceptibility will be noted. As our opportunities to observe pos- 
sible variations in the case of vacuum-preserved preparations of digitalis and 
strophanthus accumulate, we should be able within a year or two more to throw 
some direct light on this question. 

PHYSIOLOGIC LABORATORY OF H. K. MULFORD COMPANY, July 27, 1913. 

THE YEAR BOOK OF THE ASSOCIATION.* 
Fresh from thqe hands of the printers comes the first year book of the Asso- 

ciation, and, with all modesty, it must be said that it reflects the greatest credit 
upon the Association and upon all of those by whose painstaking efforts the pub- 
lication makes such a creditable showing ; particularly upon its Editor-in-Chief, 
our esteemed fellow-member, C. Lewis Diehl, Ph. M. and the General Secretary, 
Dr. James H. Beal, under whose capable direction the publication has been 
compiled and printed. 

The volume is a distinct addition to  pharmaceutical literature, not alone of this 
country, but of the intire world. Nowhere else can be found so completely and 
so well, within the limits of a single volume, such an infinite amount of valuable 
material to the profession, as is comprised in this volume of 621 pages. No 
pharmacist, who has the true interest of his guild at heart, and who desires to 
keep “in touch” as to its scientific and its practical progress, can fail to find in 
this “Year Book,” matter not only of the greatest interest, but also much val- 
uable information of distinct and immediate profit. Its value to every pharmacist 
cannot be stated, except in the most general way;-that there is no druggist but 
will find in its pages something that he can coin into profit, which will many, 
many times far exceed the trifling cost of the publication to him, personally. I t  
stands as a conspicuous instance of one of the great advantages of the co- 
operative work which the American Pharmaceutical Association has done and 
is still doing for every member of the profession. I t  is a complete and a perfect 
answer to the criticism, often expressed by the uninformed, that the A. Ph. A. 
is ultra-scientific, not practical, etc. In the hands of every pharmacist who reads 
it and who takes advantage of the information packed into its pages, it will be 
a most useful,-a most valuable,-aid to him in the conduct of his daily affairs, 
and studied diligently it will make of him a wiser, better and a higher-class 
pharmacist and man. 

In  its typography and general make-up it shows the admirable workmanship, 
care and capacity of the Stoneman Press of Columbus, with which the readers 
of the JOURNAL are already so familiar. 

*THE YWR BOOK OF THE AMERICAN PHARMACJ%UTICAL ASSOCIATION, 1912, containing the 
Fifty-fifth Annual Report on the Progress of Pharmacy, and the Constitution, By-Laws and 
Roll of Members; corresponding to Volume 60 of the former Proceedings of the American 
Pharmaceutical Association. Published by the American Pharmaceutical Association, 1914, 
Scio, Ohio. 
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